18th December 2017  Adding a Bluetooth module to the MINI VNA Tiny

The VNA module was ordered by AliExpress and arrived about two weeks later.

[http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-3hBlRyZhu1l/WjeSzqE7Vyl/AAAAAAAAKFA/32S3bc3GIG8T4Mv7FlGMJSuJ6tqye6RcwCK4BGAYYCw/s1600/20171215_152658.jpg]

VNA Set includes a special case (well designed small plastic case), VNA, Calibration Set (0ohm, open, 50ohm), and 2 cables.

[http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-wdIs7KUWnLw/WjeTQPvu3rI/AAAAAAAAKFI/Es-Xrf9CkNk2bZ6Ek-iNAliKfU9zw1BbQCK4BGAYYCw/s1600/20171215_152741.jpg]

VNA as 2 RF Connector and 1 mini USB Connector.
I tried simple test about function of VNA with computer. It worked perfectly.

And...then..

of course, I opened the cover!

(I easily found the hidden screw below sticker)
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(Main controller is ATMEGA32A4U)

The FTDI (TTL To USB - FT230XS) Chip show in upper pictures.

[http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-KljyfCRgv1jE/WjeWLwVAAnI/AAAAAAAAKGE/lAUqUc2Zq8YzeYydBPIv5b8illtWMPXrwCK4BGAYYCw/s1600/%25EC%259D%2B1.png]

The FTDI chip makes the effort to transfer the UART signal from the main controller(AT Mega) to the computer (USB Port).

The Bluetooth module can be connected to the UART.

Solder the RX and TX wires as shown below.

[http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-2SscyP964h8/WjeWPzluz_I/AAAAAAAAKGQ/vpCM7VpJA48VWcnC-e3_FL08gK3YxgCK4BGAYYCw/s1600/20171216_110957.jpg]

And after mounting the PCB, I tested it with a logic analyzer.
The logic analyzer measurement result confirmed that it is communicating at the speed of 921600.

My Bluetooth module is about $3, so I checked the manual and confirmed that it supports 921600 speed. [http://www.martyncurrey.com/hc-06-zg-b23090w-bluetooth-2-0-edr-modules/]

Note that the settings differ for each Bluetooth module.!!!

The HC-06 I have set the baud rate and bluetooth name by the following command.
AT+BAUDB
AT+NAMECEC_VNA

I installed Blue VNA on my smartphone and experimented, and it worked perfectly. [http://www.hamskey.com/2017/12/adding-bluetooth-module-to-mini-vna-tiny/]
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I connected the VNA module to the PC while the Bluetooth module was connected, Communication between the PC and the VNA was not normal and the A mark displayed. When the Bluetooth module is removed, it communicated normally again.

I thought it was the signal interference by the Bluetooth module and I decided to install the diode as below.

![Diode Installation](http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-2cGW12UYibE/WjeabOW90sI/AAAAAAAAKGw/rP9Zf2KTh3wTe4DbDscC1_ephp-1OFfz0QCK4BGAYYCw/s1600/20171216_142506.jpg)

It worked perfectly. Perhaps the diodes would be okay for signaling. I use 1N4148.

My bluetooth module need 5Volt power supply, so I connected it as shown in the picture above. If your module requires 3.3Volt power, You can use the regulator on the back of the PCB. (Marked L02A)

![Blueses Module](http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-HfyVpvNfwuk/WjebuRpjCPI/AAAAAAAAKG8/TJOW05hWRaEuiJxgRCEz15hYOBxDY___wCK4BGAYYCw/s1600/%25EC%259D%25EB%25AF%25B8%25EC%2581%258D%25A7%2580%25B2.png)

I supplied power to the blueses module as shown below. The green wire and the yellow wire with the diode are RX and TX lines.
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If you can, connect the antenna of the Bluetooth module as shown below. (you can use any line.) If you want, you can disconnect the internal antenna (use shape knife!) and calculate the wavelength of 2.4Ghz.

closed the cover, and Completed!!!
And Calibration
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Calibration Mini VNA with blutooth...

Test Helical Antenna with Android Tablet
It worked perfectly!
So let's experiment how far from the communication it is.

It was possible to use at a distance of more than 50m!
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The Bluetooth module was completely hidden!!
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